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THE SINGING CONTEST OF KITHAIRON 
AND HELIKON:

KORINNA, FR. 654 PMG COL. i AND ii.1-11:
CONTENT AND CONTEXT1

Albert SCHACHTER, Oxford

This is an attempt to find a context for Korinna’s poem. For whom
was it written? for what occasion? why did Korinna choose this subject?
is there a time and place for the composition and performance of the
poem which would have been more suitable than any other?

The Poem2

The text begins with the final 64 lines of a poem. Enough survives
from lines 12-34 to give some idea of the content : it is about a singing
contest between Kithairon and Helikon, with the gods as judges and the
Muses presiding. Lines 12-18 contain the end of a song about the con-
cealment of the infant Zeus from Kronos by the Kouretes and Rhea3. The
gods vote, Kithairon wins and is overjoyed. Helikon takes the defeat
badly and either kills himself or hurls rocks down from the mountain.
Most commentators have focussed on lines i.12-34, which are sus-

ceptible to more or less satisfactory restoration4. But the fragments which

1 André Hurst and I are old friends, and I am grateful to the editors for inviting me to
contribute to this volume in his honour.

2 The text printed at the end of this article takes into account the most recent revision
of the Berlin papyrus by West 1996.

3 The first editor, Wilamowitz (1907, 47), attributed this song to Kithairon, but without
giving reasons. They are cogently set out by Teffeteller 1995, 1074.

4 In chronological order : Wilamowitz 1907, 26-29; Page 1953, 19-22; Gerber 1970,
391 and 395-397; Weiler 1974, 80-89 and 98-99; Segal 1975; Vivante 1979; Ebert
1978=1997; Rocchi 1989, 309-313; Burzacchini 1990 and 1991, 64-80; Teffeteller
1995; Veneri 1996, 74-77; MacLachlan 1997, 218-219.
For Vivante, the protagonists are the mountains themselves, but most others take
them to be mortals after whom the mountains were named. The most detailed study
to date is Burzacchini 1991, 64-80.
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precede and follow these lines, and the marginal notes as well, offer
important information.

i.1-11 (exempli gratia) : “I (deserve) the crown (stevfanon, e[gwge),
because (ejpidh;). . . (when I was) at the very top (of the mountain)
hunting (ejp∆ a[kru, marg. : qhvran . . . (I struck the) chords (of my lyre)
(corda;~) (and sang of) . . . and sacred mountains (iJ]arw`n t∆ ojrivwn). . .
(and drew beasts and) birds (fou`lon ojrniv[qwn) (by my singing)5. . .
(and I sang of the birth) (genevqla) (of Zeus, how in) the snow (marg. :
ciovna), . . . 
i.12-34: the Kouretes hid (the infant) in the hallowed cave of the god-
dess, concealed from devious Kronos, when blessed Rheia stole him
away and gained great honour from the immortals”. This was his
song, and straightway the Muses bade the blessed ones bear their vot-
ing pebbles in secret to the golden urns; they all rose in a group.
Kithairon won the greater number, and straightway Hermes pro-
claimed with a shout that he had won the victory he longed for. The
blessed ones adorned his head with wreaths, and his heart rejoiced.
But Helikon, in the grip of dire wretchedness, (rushed to) a bare cliff,
and piteously bewailing his lot he hurled (it or himself) down from on
high in a shower of tens of thousands of rocks6.
i.35-ii.11 (exempli gratia) : . . . ambrosian (ajm]brosiva~). . . hair
(trivca). . . limbs or songs (mel[.]wn). . . (possibly Kithairon) rushed
(at him) (ej]sovrousen]. . . (or he joined Helikon in death, but at any
rate they were both killed) . . . light? (feg[g) . . . (something involv-
ing) the gods (ma]kavrwn, and perhaps mak]avressin) . . . the daughters
of Zeus and Mnemosyne (Di[o;]~ Mnamosouvna~ . . . kw`rh) . . . (the
gods proclaimed that the mountains) were to be named after (them)
(marg. : ejpiklhqhvsesqai), Helikon (Ûe[likw;n). . . . (and) Kithairon
(Kiqh]rwvn), (where Zeus had been) concealed (]krou[) . . . 

On this reading what began as rivalry ends on a note of reconciliation.

Korinna’s Date

Scholarship is divided into two camps, one of which accepts the tra-
dition of late antiquity which makes Korinna an older contemporary of
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5 The image here is perhaps of Orpheus: cf. Simon. fr. 567 PMG.
6 This is a remarkably accurate description of the slopes of Mount Helikon, which are

covered with scree (“a mass of detritus, forming a precipitous, stony slope upon a
mountain side”: Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, sv.).
For most scholars Helikon wrenches a rock from the mountains, hurls it down, and it
shatters into tens of thousands of fragments. Ebert, 1978 = 1997, however, has
Helikon hurl himself down in a shower of stones.
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Pindar, the other putting her into the Hellenistic period7. Partisans of the
later date accept A. Kalkmann’s dismissal of the testimony of Tatian,
Oratio ad Graecos 33, who refers to a statue of Korinna by Silanion (fl.
360-320)8. This was one of a group of statues in Rome of Greek poetesses
by various sculptors, some of whom are not known from any other source. 
The discovery in Rome of a statue base inscribed MUSTIS | ARIS-

TOD≥OT≥[ou] has nullified Kalkmann’s argument, for among the statues
in Tatian’s list is one of Mystis by Aristodotos9. If we accept Tatian’s
account, as we must, then it follows that Korinna flourished before or
during the lifetime of Silanion. This gives a terminus ante quem in the
last quarter of the fourth century BC.
It does not, however, follow that Korinna was, as the tradition relates,

contemporary with Pindar. Indeed, it is unlikely, for even in the poem
under discussion here there are clues that she lived and wrote at the ear-
liest during the third quarter of the fifth century. To be sure, there are
echoes in the poem of Hesiod and Aischylos10, but two other passages
seem to have later antecedents : fou`lo≥n oj≥r≥niv[qwn] (i.6) is a direct quota-
tion, both in words and context (that of hunting) from Sophokles,
Antigone 342, which seems to have been performed for the first time at
the end of the 440s11. And, as M. L. West has pointed out, the motif of
Zeus being concealed by the Kouretes can be traced back only as far as a
theogony attributed to “Epimenides” and dated ca. 430 BC12.
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7 See most recently Gentili/Lomiento 2003, 221-223, with references, to which add:
Bernard 1985, 97-115; West 1990; Gerber 1994, 152-155; West 1996; Stewart 1998,
278-281.

8 Kalkmann 1887, cited with approval by Page (1953, 73 note 6) and West 1990, 557.
9 IGUR 212. The significance of this inscription was noticed by Coarelli 1971-1972,
cf. Coarelli 1969. Coarelli’s work is cited by Bernard (1985, 70-74), who suggests
that the statues which Tatian saw in Rome came originally from an exedra in Boiotia,
possibly at Helikon. Coarelli’s and Bernard’s articles are cited by Stracca 1993, 411-
412. The first English-speaking scholar to take note of it was Gerber 1994, 159; the
first to take it seriously was Stewart (1998, 278-281), who also cites a marble stat-
uette of Roman date in the Musée Vivenel, Compiègne (his figure 4) inscribed
Kovrinna on the base, regarding it (as others had done before him) as a copy of the
original by Silanion (“persuasively late fourth century in dress and coiffure”). See
Blanchegorge 2003 for a description, illustration, and bibliography of the statuette.
The name of Mystis (Mustivdo~), which appears in all three manuscripts of Tatian,
was emended by H. Brunn to Nossivdo~. This reading is printed by all subsequent edi-
tors. It is to be rejected.

10 For example, i.12-15, with which compare Hes.Th.482-483; and with i.31, littavda≥
[p]evtran compare A.Supp.792-797, and closer in time, E.HF1148.

11 S.Ant.342-347. In the margin of the papyrus, to the right of i.5, is the word qhran.
12 1990, 555. On the same page, West cites davqio[ (i.13, qualifying [brevfo]~) as an exam-

ple of a usage which is Hellenistic at the earliest. On revising the papyrus, however, 
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We now have a reasonable terminus post quem of the third quarter of
the fifth century, and a terminus ante quem of the third or fourth quarter
of the fourth. We can therefore look within that period for a possible
occasion for the composition and performance of the poem, which might
in turn help confirm the dating.

The Context of the Poem

It has been argued that the poem was written for the Plataians13. How-
ever, I think it is unlikely that the Plataians, who seized any and every
opportunity to distance themselves from the rest of the Boiotians, would
have commissioned a Boiotian poetess to write a poem for them in the
Boiotian dialect14. Moreover, if I am right in my dating of Korinna, the
Plataians would hardly have been in a position to do so. After the Theban
attack on Plataia in 431, many of them fled to Athens. The rest surren-
dered to the Thebans in 427, and Plataia together with its satellite settle-
ments was absorbed by Thebes15, remaining that way until, presumably,
the King’s Peace of 386. Little more than a dozen years after that, in 373,
the Thebans took Plataia and razed it again; it was not restored until after
the battle of Chaironeia16. During this period the territory of Plataia was
divided up among the Thebans17. Effectively, therefore, during the peri-
ods 427 to 386 and 373 to 338 the polis of Plataia did not exist and the
territory of Plataia belonged to Thebes. It follows, on the one hand, that
anything that happened at Plataia during these periods was done under
Theban auspices, and on the other, that if Korinna wrote this poem as a
commission for a public occasion, the commission was more likely to
have come from the Thebans than from anyone else18.
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he observed that what had appeared as an acute accent over the a was in fact no such
thing, and was to be discarded as evidence for the late date: West 1996, 22.

13 Burzacchini 1990.
14 In fact, Herakleides Kretikos called both the Plataians (1.11) and Oropians (1.7)

∆Aqhnai`oi Boiwtoiv, “Athenian Boiotians”.
On the vicissitudes of Plataia’s political allegiance during the fifth and fourth cen-
turies, see Hansen 1996, 100-101.

15 431: Lewis 1992, 393-394. 427: Lewis 1992, 406-407. Absorption by Thebes:
Hell.Oxy. 385-390 Chambers.

16 Prandi 1988, 121-132. The exact date of the restoration is uncertain.
17 Isoc.Plataiikos (14) 7.
18 It is possible, of course, that the poem was written for performance during the brief

interval between 386 and 373 when Plataia was independent. However, the instabil-
ity of the region and the uncertain allegiance of the Plataians at the time make it
unlikely that they could – let alone would – have commissioned this or any other
poem, especially one composed in the Boiotian dialect.
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The Thebans for their part had close connections with both Kithairon
and the story of the birth of Zeus. It was on Kithairon that Amphion and
Zethos were born. It was there that Oidipous was exposed, and it was on
Kithairon that the women of Thebes traditionally celebrated their
Dionysiac rituals. The Thebans regarded Kithairon as their own, and in
their minds, Kithairon formed the southern edge of their cwvra.
As far as Zeus was concerned, Thebes was one of the places which

claimed to be his birthplace19. In fact, Boiotian mythology is permeated
by the tradition of the birth of a divine child. It goes back to the Bronze
Age at least20, and is reflected not only in the stories of Ino-Leukothea
and her child, but in the traditions of the birth of gods: Athena at
Alalkomenai, Dionysos at Haliartos, Dionysos and Herakles at Thebes,
Hermes at Tanagra, while the birth of Zeus was celebrated at Chaironeia
and possibly Plataia in addition to Thebes.
There is a political dimension to these myths, since Zeus (Karaios or

Akraios) was, with Athena, one of the two principal gods of the Boiotian
ethnos. For the Thebans to claim that their polis was the birthplace of
Zeus was, in the context of internal Boiotian politics, equivalent to claim-
ing leadership of the country21. Zeus Karaios was originally a god of the
Orchomenians and seems to have been co-opted by the Boiotoi in the sec-
ond half of the sixth century BC. The Thebans completed their absorption
of this Zeus into their own pantheon with the institution of the Basileia in
his honour after the battle of Leuktra.
It would therefore have been appropriate for the Thebans to have

commissioned a poem which celebrated both the birth of Zeus, the com-
mon god of the Boiotian ethnos, and Mount Kithairon.
There is another aspect of this poem. It not only glorifies Kithairon

and Zeus, and thereby the Thebans, it also degrades Helikon and its gods,
and through them the Thespians, whose mountain it was. If we search for
a time when the Thebans might have wished to humiliate the Thespians,
several come to mind, but only one can be connected with Helikon and
its gods. In 479 the Thebans successfully urged the Persians to raze the
city; in 423 they tore down the walls themselves, and in 414 they put
down a democratic uprising. But in all these cases it was a matter of sup-
porting or opposing whatever faction happened to be in the ascendant. It
was different in the period 382-373, however, when the Thespians were
actively allied with the Spartans, who had a harmost and garrison sta-
tioned there. It also seems likely that it was during this period of Spartan
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19 There was a place at Thebes called Dio;~ gonaiv: Aristodem. of Thebes, FGrH 383F7
(Schol. AB, Il. 13.1).

20 See, for example, Schachter 1994, 17.
21 See Schachter 1994, 145-146.
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occupation and protection that the sanctuary of the Muses on Mount
Helikon was formally instituted as an official cult of the polis22.
I suggest therefore that the most probable time for the performance of

Korinna’s poem was after the suppression of Thespiai and Plataia, prob-
ably during the Theban hegemony. It may have been connected with the
dedication at Plataia of the statues by Praxiteles of Hera Teleia and of
Rhea and the stone23. Hera Teleia was the goddess of the Daidala, an
ancient ritual celebrating national unity which goes back at least to the
Bronze Age24, and it would have been most apt for the Thebans to have
commissioned these statues at what was in fact a pan-Boiotian sanctuary
(moreover one placed right under the eyes of the Athenians), and also to
have commissioned a celebratory poem from the leading Boiotian poet
of the day.

Several scholars have written disparagingly of Korinna’s poetry, her
background and her intellectual powers. Admittedly in recent years there
has been a reaction to this, particularly from those who write with a fem-
inist agenda, but the point deserves to be made that on the evidence of
this poem alone, Korinna was very well and widely read. The quotations
of and allusions to earlier authors should be proof enough of this. If she
chose to write in the Boiotian dialect (I do not say that the text as we have
it necessarily reproduces the text she composed), she did so for a reason.
And if she wrote, as I think she did, in the first half of the fourth century,
which saw the highest point of Boiotian power and influence, her choice
might have been made for nationalistic reasons. In the end, this did her
reputation a disservice, for she has been branded provincial and parochial
as a result.

*

The Text (fr. 654 PMG, incorporating West 1996):

]ustefanon
]gw`g∆epi;dh`
]ep∆avkru–
]c≥ordav>s≥ 

5 ]a≥rw`n t∆oreiwn
].i≥fo'ulo≥no≥r≥ni
]
]
]. .
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22 Schachter 1986, 156-157.
23 Paus.9.2.7.
24 When it was called the Teleia (in a Theban Linear B tablet): Schachter 2000, 12, 13-14.
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10 ]neqla–
]da±

]p≥[.....]kwv.e≥i
]y≥andaqi[...]a≥s≥
]santroi laqrav[..]nag

15 ]u≥l≥o≥meitaokrovnwta
.]nivkanin≥kleye≥m≥ak≥h≥rareia
]avlant≥[.]qanatwn[..]

.(.)]l≥etiman:tad∆evmely≥e≥m
makarasd∆au≥tikamwv≥sh

20 ]eremenya≥fonev[.]a≥tton
]ufiankalpidasencrou
.].fainas:tu–;d∆a{mapante[.]w`rqen:
plionasd∆·eq≥‚lekiqh;rwn
tacad∆erma`sanevfan≥d[

25 .i≥na±ouvsa–sera≥[ ]anwJs
.]leni–kans≥tef≥[ ]nusin
...]a≥r≥atwvganekovsmion
. . . .]res:twden[ ]osgegavqi
. . . . .]uphsika≥[ ]ektos

30 . . . . .]h`sinÛel[ ]wn.e
. . . . .]l≥i±ttavda≥[ ]etran.[.]
. . . . . .]kend j≥o≥≥[. .]s:u>– vktrw'≥s
. . . . . .]wnoJu±y≥[.]qen.ei[reise
. . . . . .]mmou±≥≥[. .]a≥dessi≥lavu–s≥

35 . . . . . . . .]ep≥[. . .]neg[. . .].[.]
]b≥rosivas[.].
]t≥rica[.(.)]s
]o≥smel[.]wn
]p≥a≥s≥[. .]

40 ]s≥ovrousen  
]a≥
]n.ws  

]s≥wn
]i≥wfeg.

45 ]karwn: tu– '

]ni>ontas≥a–s≥a≥[
]a≥reo≥sin:ei`[ ]
]a≥di[o]smna[
]kwrh.

50 ]nh;u≥
]u≥`skal≥e≥[
]pro≥[
]    [

col. ii
.[ ]·e≥‚i`
.[ ]
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Ûe[ ].u–
o≥d? . . ra[

5 det∆oro[
rwnku≥[
kro≥u≥[
<f>[
t∆a≥[

10 era≥[
q∆a[

Notes:
i.13: daqi: above da, not an acute accent, but za; above i, e; 19: mw≥sh: above
w≥s, o≥us≥; 21-22: u≥ above cro≥u; .].faivna–s: ei above iv;  23: plion: ei above i;
eqle: ei` above eq;  27: . . . ]a≥r≥atwv or . . . ]d≥i≥atwv;  30: final e: eJ, e±, or ej;  39:
]p≥a≥s≥[ or ]p≥i≥s≥t≥[. ;  47: o≥: or s≥;  51: ]u≥`skal≥e≥[: or d≥e≥;  ii.4 : ra: or ar/air/af
In Margine:
at i.5 : qhran;  11: c≥i≥o≥na or t≥i≥na;  21: e~;  37: ek;  41: ei~;  45: e~ ear≥[;  50:
apotou[  
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